
 

Weakness in aging tied to leaky muscles

August 2 2011

There is a reason exercise becomes more difficult with age. A report in
the August Cell Metabolism, a Cell Press publication, ties the weakness
of aging to leaky calcium channels inside muscle cells. But there is some
good news: the researchers say a drug already in Phase II clinical trials
for the treatment of heart failure might plug those leaks.

Earlier studies by the research team led by Andrew Marks of Columbia
University showed the same leaks underlie the weakness and fatigue that
come with heart failure and Duchenne muscular dystrophy.

"It's interesting, normal people essentially acquire a form of muscular
dystrophy with age," Marks said. "The basis for muscle weakness is the
same." Extreme exercise like that done by marathon runners also springs
the same sort of leaks, he added, but in that case damaged muscles return
to normal after a few days of rest.

The leaks occur in a calcium release channel called ryanodine receptor 1
(RyR1) that is required for muscles to contract. Under conditions of
stress, those channels are chemically modified and lose a stabilizing
subunit known as calstabin1.

"Calstabin1 is like the spring on a screen door," Marks explained. "It
keeps the door from flopping open in the breeze."

Calcium inside of muscle cells is usually kept contained. When it is
allowed to leak out into the cell that calcium itself is toxic, turning on an
enzyme that chews up muscle cells. Once the leak starts, it's a vicious
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cycle. The calcium leak raises levels of damaging reactive oxygen
species, which oxidize RyR1 and worsen the leak.

The researchers made their discovery by studying the skeletal muscles of
young and old mice. They also showed that 6-month-old mice carrying a
mutation that made their RyR1 channels leaky showed the same
muscular defects and weakness characteristic of older mice.

When older mice were treated with a drug known as S107, the calcium
leak in their muscles slowed and the animals voluntarily showed about a
50 percent increase in the amount of time spent wheel running. Now in
clinical trials for patients with heart failure, the drug is known to work
by restoring the connection between costabilin and RyR1.

Despite considerable effort to understand and reverse age-related muscle
wasting, there are no established treatments available. The new work
suggests there may be hope in approaching the problem from a different
angle.

"Most research has focused on making more muscle mass," Marks said.
"What's different here is that we are focused not on muscle mass but on
muscle function. More muscle doesn't help if it is not functional."
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